1.1 INTRODUCTION: A MICROBIAL OCEAN IN A WARMING WORLD

The global ocean covers 70% of Earth’s surface and comprises most of the volume of the biosphere (except the deep subsurface). It supports about half the annual net primary production (NPP) on the planet (Figure 1.1) (Field et al., 1998). This vast, interconnected network of marine ecosystems is warming in response to anthropogenic climate change, with uncertain consequences for human societies. In this chapter we address the possible responses of ocean warming on marine microbes (protists, phytoplankton, bacteria, and archaea, with emphasis on the bacteria). Other anthropogenic changes related to CO$_2$ accumulation in the atmosphere, such as ocean acidification (Orr et al., 2005), will also have uncertain effects on ocean microbes.

The ocean is, and always has been, dominated by microbes. Microscopic unicellular phytoplankton and cyanobacteria inhabiting the sunlit upper approximate 100 m of the water column carry out nearly all the photosynthesis on which oceanic life depends (Falkowski et al., 1998, 2000). NPP on land and in the oceans is the process dominating solar energy and CO$_2$ fixation into organic matter, thus driving the global carbon cycle (Houghton, 2007). Nearly all of the approximately 50 Pg (1 petagram = 1 Pg = $10^{15}$ g = $10^9$ tons) of carbon fixed annually in marine photosynthesis is ultimately oxidized by bacterioplankton, protozoans, and zooplankton (Ducklow and Carlson, 1992) with a very small fraction (<0.1%) escaping heterotrophic metabolism in the deep water column to be buried in the sedimentary record and hydrocarbons. The myriad pathways by which marine organic matter is cycled through particulate and dissolved forms and
Figure 1.1 The global carbon cycle, including human perturbations in the 1990s. The quantities in the boxes are the size of the carbon reservoir in petagrams (Pg; $10^{15}$ g), with the annual growth, if any, due to the perturbations. Note that there is direct exchange between the atmosphere and terrestrial ecosystems, whereas exchange with the ocean is mediated by the physicochemical exchange across the air–sea interface. The downward transport of organic carbon, both particulate and dissolved, constitutes the biological pump. There is a riverine input of about 0.5 Pg from the land to ocean, balanced by outgassing and burial in sediments. Currently, the annual net land sink for atmospheric CO$_2$ is 1 Pg and the ocean sink is 2 Pg, leaving an annual net anthropogenic accumulation in the atmosphere of 3.2 Pg. (Modified from Houghton, 2007.) (See insert for color representation.)

Bacteria respond directly to changes in environmental temperature, but these responses occur in complex communities with phytoplankton and zooplankton and in
a complex biogeochemical milieu. After reviewing the microbial loop to set the stage for a more detailed look at the connections between climate and plankton processes, we take two complementary approaches. First, we examine how bacterial activity varies as a function of temperature. Then we examine how marine phytoplankton respond to climate variability in the ocean and how these responses modulate the effects of climate change on bacterial and animal consumers. We have a reasonable understanding of the mechanisms by which phytoplankton (especially eukaryotes) will respond to climate change, based on physical theory and knowledge of past changes from the fossil record. But as Falkowski and Oliver (2007) stated in their review of phytoplankton and climate, “Whether this fundamental principle holds for marine prokaryotes remains to be seen, because the spatial and temporal distribution of prokaryotic taxa, as well as their relevant ecophysiological attributes, is not yet well characterized.” Our knowledge of the mechanisms linking phytoplankton to bacterial variability is still fragmentary, but much new research is directed at this problem. We use this nascent understanding to suggest how bacterial carbon cycling may change and what knowledge is needed for better predictions of such changes. Finally, we synthesize these approaches and consider scenarios of how microbial communities will respond (or may already be responding) to climate change in the coastal seas, cold polar seas, and in warm oligotrophic subtropical gyres. First, we sketch briefly the projected physical changes to the global oceans in response to anthropogenic climate forcing.

1.1.1 Impact of Climate Change on the Oceans

The world is warming in response to climate change driven by the accumulation of anthropogenic greenhouse gases (Kerr, 2007). The 2007 IPCC Assessment projects that the mean global surface atmospheric temperature will rise by 1 to 6°C by 2099, depending on various assumptions or scenarios of population growth, economic and technological development, energy use, and greenhouse gas emissions (IPCC, 2007b). The projected warming is not uniform in space or time, with different rates forecast for various regions and seasons. Surface ocean temperatures may rise by 3 to 7°C in some regions, with the largest increases (although not necessarily the largest effects; see below) in polar seas (Figure 1.2). Climate warming will take longer to percolate into the deep ocean. The surface ocean west of the Antarctic Peninsula has already increased by 1°C since the 1950s (Meredith and King, 2005), and Arctic sea ice has declined alarmingly in the past few years (Serreze et al., 2007). Enhanced greenhouse warming is projected to cause impacts ranging from changes in winds, clouds, sea level, precipitation, storm frequency and intensity to more complex alterations in long-term climate modes (e.g., ENSO), ecosystems, biodiversity, and human well-being (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005; IPCC, 2007a). The impact of changes in surface temperatures, clouds, and wind on ocean stratification, mixing, and circulation has been examined using coupled atmosphere–ocean general circulation models (AOGCM) (Meehl et al., 2007). In addition to atmospheric warming, major changes predicted by many different AOGCMs include increases in ocean surface stratification in the tropics and subtropics; and reductions in mixed-layer depth in the middle to upper latitudes (Figure 1.3; Boyd and Doney, 2002). Other changes include loss of sea ice in both hemispheres (especially in the north), and increases in westerly winds and coastal upwelling (Sarmiento et al., 2004). As the temperature fields shown
in Figures 1.2 and 1.3 indicate, projected changes are far from uniform. Specification of the changes in any particular region is more uncertain than projections of the global means. Responses of ocean ecosystems and biogeochemistry are less certain than physical changes.

1.1.2 The Microbial Loop and Marine Bacterioplankton Communities

A typical milliliter of seawater harbors about $10^6$ bacterial and archaeal cells, the great majority of which are revealed to be active based on fluorescent in situ hybridization and visualization of intact ribosomes (Church et al., 2003). This assemblage contains extraordinary genetic and metabolic diversity (Venter, 2004; Sogin et al., 2006), and with it the potential for adaptation to wide ranges and combinations of environmental conditions. The planktonic archaea make up a variable fraction of the prokaryote assemblage, comprising up to about 50% of the total abundance in deep-ocean waters, but less in the more active surface layer (Karner et al., 2001). Recent work has revealed new insights concerning the metabolism and ecological roles of planktonic GI marine crenarchaeota and GII marine euryarchaeota. Collective evidence suggests that perhaps a significant portion of the GI marine crenarchaeota are ammonia oxidizers (Francis et al., 2005; Konneke et al., 2005; Hallam et al., 2006; Wuchter et al., 2006), while the first environmental genomic sequence from a GII marine euryarchaeote identified a proteorhodopsin-encoding gene (Frigaard et al., 2006). Both of these metabolisms are consistent with the ecological distributions of these organisms in the ocean, where the GI marine crenarchaeota are typically found below the photic zone, and the GII
Figure 1.3 Projected climate-mediated changes in ocean physical forcing (future-control, i.e., 2060–2070 minus the present) from the NCAR Community Climate System Model for (A) sea surface temperature, (B) mixed-layer depth, and (C) upper ocean (50 m) stratification. (From Boyd and Doney, 2002, with permission of the American Geophysical Union.) (See insert for color representation.)
marine euryarchaeota are found in oceanic surface waters. Marine aerobic heterotrophic bacteria directly take up and metabolize low-molecular-weight (LMW, < 500 MW) dissolved organic matter (DOM) such as easily metabolized mono- and oligosaccharides, free amino acids, and small peptides (Kirchman et al., 2001). Most bacterial cells in the ocean are free-living and thus dependent on DOM (Azam and Hodson, 1977). Free and attached bacteria hydrolyze polymeric substances and particulate matter into LMW compounds that can be passed through cell membranes (Hoppe et al., 1993). Bacterial metabolism in the surface ocean depends predominantly on uptake of labile LMW and HMW compounds with turnover times of minutes to days (Fuhrman, 1990). However, bacterial metabolism may be supplemented by a variable contribution from semilabile DOM that turns over on approximately seasonal time scales (Kirchman et al., 1993; Carlson and Ducklow, 1996). Bacterial turnover of DOM and the associated remineralization of micro- and macronutrients such as iron, nitrogen, and phosphorus close the major biogeochemical cycles of these elements in the sea (Falkowski et al., 2008).

Marine net primary production is processed through a complex trophic network of consumers, with a global average 15 to 20% escaping microbial respiration in the euphotic surface layer (upper approximately 100 to 200 m) to be exported to the ocean interior. A change in this fraction would have a major impact on the global carbon cycle (Sarmiento and Toggweiler, 1984). In the open sea and in many coastal and shelf seas under stratified conditions, carbon and nitrogen flows are dominated by microbial food webs (Figure 1.4). The intensive recycling of the dissolved and particulate fractions of the NPP through consumers results in a large fraction (about 50%) of the NPP passing through bacteria and the dissolved pool (Pomeroy, 1974; Williams, 1981). In the open sea, most grazing is by microzooplankton (Landry and Kirchman, 2002; Calbet and Landry, 2004); thus most heterotrophic consumption and respiration is microbial. Microbial dominance of marine food webs appears to hold even for the Antarctic seas, previously thought to be the last bastion of the classical diatom–krill–whale food chain based on large plankton (Daniels et al., 2006).

As this discussion and Figure 1.4 suggest, a large fraction of the organic matter fixed in marine NPP is cycled through dissolved pools and metabolized by bacteria. All organisms leak DOM into the environment via passive diffusion, cell lysis and breakage, and active metabolic processes (Björnsen, 1988; Nagata, 2000). Phytoplankton actively exude dissolved organic carbon (DOC) to dispose of excess photosynthetically fixed carbon not combined with nitrogen and phosphorus into biomass in the approximate Redfield ratio 106 : 16 : 1 (C/N/P). Phytoplankton exudation is the process most directly coupling primary to bacterial production (Morán et al., 2002), but not the only process. Larger-celled phytoplankton such as diatoms may be broken between capture and ingestion by crustacean predators, spilling their fluid contents, in a process known as sloppy feeding (Lampert, 1978). According to Nagata (2000), egestion and excretion during feeding by protistan grazers may be the greatest relative contribution to photosynthetically derived DOC fluxes. Clearly, passive diffusion across phytoplankton cell membranes, active exudation, egestion, and sloppy feeding will produce DOM with different chemical composition and at different rates. Following ingestion and digestion, zooplankton grazers excrete DOM, and it also diffuses out of fresh fecal material (Jumars et al., 1989). Additional DOM may be released during viral lysis, abiotic dissolution, or bacterial hydrolysis of suspended and sinking detrital particles and marine snow. Figure 1.4 suggests one scenario for the relative
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Figure 1.4  Microbial food-web diagram, showing exchanges of carbon in the oceanic surface layer. The flows are normalized to NPP = 1.0. The partitioning of flows among compartments is based on the physiological budget model given in Anderson and Ducklow (2001). Note that the carbon flows are dominated by zooplankton grazing (70% of NPP), DOC uptake by bacteria (50%), and heterotrophic respiration (80%). In this depiction the respiration is divided evenly among zooplankton and bacteria, but note that oceanic zooplankton may be dominated by protozoans smaller than 20 μm. Here the bacterial production is 12% of the particulate NPP, the fraction approximated by traditional 14C assays, and a typical value for the open sea (Ducklow, 1999). Solid lines, biomass flows and respiration; dotted lines, dissolved flows; dashed–dotted lines, detrital flows and mortality. (See insert for color representation.)

magnitudes of DOC fluxes from these diverse sources. This model explains how the level of bacterial production (BP) is limited by how much DOC flows through the food web to bacteria, and by the bacterial allocation of the carbon ingested between production and respiration (bacterial growth efficiency; see below). Phytoplankton extracellular release (PER) may vary widely even in healthy cells, ranging from less than 5 to more than 50% of the total (dissolved plus particulate) primary production (Morán and Estrada, 2002). Anderson and Ducklow (2001) outlined the importance of PER vs. grazer-related sources in setting the overall level of bacterial metabolism in the sea. Williams (1981) hypothesized a larger role for PER, whereas Jumars et al. (1989) emphasized the primacy of grazers as DOM sources. Depending on the season, location, and particular environmental conditions of nutrient and light levels, grazing intensity, and other factors, many different scenarios are possible. Specifying how bacteria may respond to climate change requires better understanding of these rates, and the chemical composition of DOM released from a multitude of sources. For example, DOM released by grazing activities is probably of lower quality for bacterial nutrition, due to enzymatic attack, than that released by phytoplankton or viral
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lysis (Nagata, 2000). Changes in the physical or ecological state of ocean ecosystems affecting herbivores may cascade to changes in bacterial activity or community composition.

Our understanding of microbial life in the oceans has escalated rapidly following the application of molecular tools (e.g., gene or whole genome sequencing, molecular profiling, fluorescent in situ hybridization), many of which have targeted the SSU rRNA gene, a phylogenetically informative molecule in which all forms of life can be compared. Marine microbial communities are diverse, although more so at finer taxonomic scales than at gross phylum levels. Overall at the phylum level, there are some differences between ocean realms and between coastal vs. open ocean. Some distribution and biogeographically-based patterns are now emerging following extensive surveys of the world’s ocean with these new tools. The upper oceans are dominated (25 to 33%) by SAR11-related bacteria members of the α-proteobacteria (Morris et al., 2002), and the deeper oceans below 150 m harbor abundant marine GI crenarchaeotal populations (20 to 40% of DAPI-stained cells; Karner et al., 2001; Teira et al., 2006). Another numerous group of α-proteobacteria, common to both coastal and open ocean regions, the Roseobacter clade is often abundant (about 15% of the community; Buchan et al., 2005). There is high phylogenetic and functional diversity of marine γ-proteobacteria, which comprise a significant fraction of the bacterioplankton. Interestingly, though, γ-proteobacteria are often the most commonly cultivated marine bacteria, yet the cultivated species are rarely detected in molecular surveys. The more commonly detected γ-proteobacteria in cultivation-independent surveys on global scale harbor diverse metabolisms, and are in a number of cases strictly oligotrophic (Cho and Giovannoni, 2004). Marine Bacteriodes-related organisms are a third group that includes diverse members that are not well represented in culture collections but can be numerically dominant (Cottrell et al., 2000). Interestingly, we now also know that species in each of these major phylogenetic groups found in oceanic photic zones contain proteorhodopsin, a membrane-associated light-driven proton pump. How these organisms utilize proteorhodopsin to supplement growth is still not well understood, although it may be a theme for organisms living in the upper ocean. Campbell et al. (2008) estimated that at least 14% of organisms living in the photic zone contain proteorhodopsin homologs.

Biogeographic, temporal, and spatial surveys have also revealed considerable diversity and dynamics in community composition. For example, Pommier et al. (2007) compared the diversity of bacterioplankton assemblage at nine different sites around the world. Their findings suggest that despite the fact that the major phyla detected were similar, there were very few sequences that were detected repeatedly. Seasonal variation in coastal Antarctic waters is dramatic, with bacterial richness shifting significantly (Murray et al., 1998; Murray and Grzymski, 2007) and archaeal populations increasing in relative proportions in winter (Massana et al., 1998; Murray et al., 1998; Church et al., 2003). Vertical density stratification in the ocean (see below) has the most apparent impact on gradients of diversity in the ocean, however, as community diversity shifts most significantly with depth rather than with longitude or latitude. One of the caveats of nearly all studies is that the diversity is undersampled but new technologies in massively parallel DNA sequencing promise to reshape our views of species richness and our ability to compare in detail community composition from many sites using the same deep sequencing approach (Sogin et al., 2006; Huber et al., 2007).
1.2 BACTERIAL ACTIVITY AND TEMPERATURE

Temperature is a critical property affecting virtually all metabolic processes of organisms (Gillooly et al., 2001; Brown et al., 2004), especially those of microbes (Price and Sowers, 2004). However, by concentrating solely on temperature as a key control of bacterial properties, we are necessarily neglecting other biological interactions that shape bacterial communities in the oceans (Strom, 2008). Theoretically, with no other constraints and unlimited resources, increases in temperature should result through increased enzymatic activity in higher growth rates and eventually, larger abundances of cells. Thus, a first and indirect approach to the possible effects of climate warming on heterotrophic bacteria could be the examination of how their abundance or activity changes with temperature in present-day natural conditions (Figure 1.5). A corollary to this reasoning is that if resources (nutrients and organic matter) are limiting, increased temperature will not necessarily cause increased activity.

The major problem with trying to describe the response of bacteria to temperature is to separate it from other environmental factors that actually covary with temperature, such as nutrient concentration or primary productivity, which may themselves have a larger effect on bacterial properties (Lomas et al., 2002). In permanently warm regions or during summer in temperate waters, strong stratification of the upper layers of the water column precludes the input of inorganic nutrients from below the euphotic zone, thus severely limiting the photosynthetic fixation of CO₂ (Longhurst, 1998). A simple way around this complication is to correct by the other limiting factor, such as examining the relationship of the ratio of bacteria to phytoplankton biomass or activity versus temperature (Li et al., 2004; Apple et al., 2008). In Li’s analysis, the bacteria/phytoplankton biomass ratio increases with increasing temperature up to an estimated upper limit of 1, consistent with the predictions of the food-web model of Laws et al. (2000).

Despite the complex nature of interactions between temperature, substrate availability, cell size and abundance in the ocean, strong apparent increases with temperature in the abundance of picoplankton, the smallest size class of planktonic organisms (<2 μm in diameter) comprising all free-living heterotrophic bacteria, have consistently been reported for different aquatic ecosystems (Li, 1998; Rae and Vincent, 1998; Agawin et al., 2000; Li et al., 2006; Morán et al., 2008). Heterotrophic bacterial numbers generally peak in the summer months, while minima are frequently found during winter in most regions (Li, 1998; Steinberg et al., 2001; Calvo-Díaz and Morán, 2006; Alonso-Sáez et al., 2008; Garneau et al., 2008). This relationship is, however, not constant throughout the entire −2 to 30°C temperature range. Usually, the initial increase in abundance with temperature in colder conditions is followed by more constant or even decreasing abundance (Hoch and Kirchman, 1993; Shiah and Ducklow, 1995), and with considerably more variation, as temperature rises above some value around 15°C (Figure 1.5A). Bacterial growth rates calculated as production/biomass ratios also show a remarkably similar response to temperature, with no further significant increases at temperatures above 15°C (Figure 1.5B). This figure implies that climate warming may alter the microbial ecology of both polar and tropical environments, representatives of extreme temperature conditions of Earth’s marine ecosystems, in different ways. We use these environments as case examples of possible changes in carbon fluxes mediated by bacteria in a warmer ocean (see below).
Figure 1.5  (A) Relationship between bacterial abundance and temperature. Closed circles are mean annual values at the surface of different regions of the world ocean. Open circles are mean ± SE annual values in 2006 at the surface of three stations in the southern Bay of Biscay. Open triangles are mean ± SE values averaged for the euphotic layer from studies that partially covered the annual cycle in the Antarctic, Arctic, subarctic Pacific, North Atlantic, Arabian, and equatorial Pacific. (B) Bacterial specific growth rates (BP/BB per day) vs. temperature of the two data sets added to Li’s original figure. The shaded area represents the general change in response at temperatures at or above 15°C. (Modified from Li, 1998.)
Since bacterial abundance is the result of in situ growth minus losses due to predation and lysis, not necessarily involving the same temperature dependences (Sherr et al., 1988), we now focus on the intrinsic physiological processes of bacteria that are affected directly by temperature. The two fluxes mediated by bacteria that are most relevant from the perspective of biogeochemical cycling of organic matter are bacterial production (BP) and respiration (BR). BP and BR are related by bacterial growth efficiency (BGE), which is the fraction of the total organic carbon assimilated or bacterial carbon demand (BCD) that is used to build up biomass: $\text{BGE} = \frac{\text{BP}}{\text{BCD}} = \frac{\text{BP}}{\text{BP} + \text{BR}}$.

A more mechanistic approach involves the use of mathematical descriptions of the temperature dependence of BP and BR. The simplest is the temperature coefficient, $Q_{10}$, the factor by which a biological reaction changes with a temperature increase of 10°C. Although as for other planktonic groups, the mean $Q_{10}$ for BP, BR, and growth rates clusters around 2 (Robinson and Williams, 1993; Kirchman et al., 1995; Lomas et al., 2002; Kirchman et al., 2005), actual values may vary considerably as much within as across regions (Pedros-Alió et al., 2002; Middelboe and Lundsgaard, 2003). This pattern argues against the use of a fixed $Q_{10}$ value in models predicting biogeochemical responses to rising sea temperatures.

A more rigorous description of the temperature dependence of metabolic rates stems from the work of van’t Hoff and Arrhenius in the late nineteenth century on chemical reactions, later applied to biological processes. The van’t Hoff–Arrhenius equation (Arrhenius, 1915) ($Q = Q_0 e^{-E_a/kT}$), also called Boltzmann’s factor (Gillooly et al., 2001; Brown et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2005), describing the exponential increase in metabolic rates with temperature was recently extended into the more general framework of the metabolic theory of ecology (MTE) (Brown et al., 2004). The MTE predicts a value of activation energy $E_a$ of 0.65 eV for heterotrophic organisms (Brown et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2005). In a recent review of published data on temperature and bacterial metabolism, López-Urrutia and Morán (2007) showed that the temperature dependencies of cell-specific BP and BR rates were statistically indistinguishable, with $E_a$ values close to the predicted 0.65 eV (0.42 to 0.59 eV) (Figure 1.6). In other words, although the absolute amount of organic carbon processed by bacteria may change in the future, they would essentially be allocating the same fraction of resources to growth (BP) and metabolism (BR) in a warmer scenario, contradicting previous claims of a strong inverse relationship of BGE with temperature (Rivkin and Legendre, 2001). Invariant BGE values with an increase of 2°C over in situ temperatures have been shown recently in an annual cycle in Mediterranean coastal waters (Vázquez-Dominguez et al., 2007). The relationship between BGE and temperature observed by Rivkin and Legendre (2001) probably reflects variations in regional ecology rather than a direct temperature effect.

However, resource limitation strongly affected the temperature-corrected BP, while BR remained unaltered (López-Urrutia and Morán, 2007). Hence under resource-limiting conditions, assimilated organic carbon (BCD) would decrease solely at the expense of BP. Although the response of BP to temperature was constant at three levels of resource availability using chlorophyll as a proxy for bacterial substrates ($<0.5$, 0.5 to 2, $>2$ mg of chlorophyll per cubic meter), the intercepts were significantly different (1.6). The implication of this result is that low-productivity areas ($<0.5$ mg chlorophyll per cubic meter) will have lower BP than that of eutrophic regions ($>2$ mg $m^{-3}$) but essentially the same BR. As a consequence, BGE would decrease with decreasing chlorophyll concentrations, from about 30% at values greater...
than 5 μg/L to values about 5% at lower chlorophyll levels, confirming previous work on systematic changes of the BGE with resource availability (del Giorgio and Cole, 1998). We suggest that a climate-induced change toward lower phytoplankton biomass and production in vast areas of the oligotrophic ocean (Bopp et al., 2001; Behrenfeld et al., 2006) or a shift in composition to smaller organisms (Karl, 1999a) (see below) would affect BGE by changing the resource level at which the BP–temperature relationship operates. That is, if we collected data in a warmer ocean in 2100 at exactly the same locations as those used for plotting Figure 1.6, substantially more of the data would fall in the oligotrophic and mesotrophic categories, so the BGE would decrease—but due to resource limitation rather than to a direct temperature effect. To sum up, increases in temperature will undoubtedly increase BR and BP, but respiration would proceed unabated while production will probably level off. This is because BP is affected by resource availability, which is influenced by temperature. The obvious consequence is that proportionally more dissolved organic carbon would be released as CO₂ by bacteria than is made available as biomass to bacteriivores in marine food webs. This shift would have follow-on effects for nutrient limitation and upper trophic levels (Ducklow et al., 1986).

Figure 1.6 Individual rates of bacterial production (BPₐ) and respiration (BRₐ) versus temperature at three levels of chlorophyll concentration. The black line represents the relationship between ln BRₐ and 1/kT (y = 26.49 – 0.59x) and the colored lines represent the ln BPₐ–temperature relationships for each data subset (green, y = 18.14 – 0.42x; red, 20.54 – 0.50x; blue, 22.58 – 0.58x). An increase in temperature with no changes in resource availability would result in similar increases in BPₐ and BRₐ (i.e., the same BGE: case 1). Resource limitation would slow the rate of increase of BPₐ with temperature compared to BRₐ, thus lowering BGE (case 2). (Modified from López-Urrutia and Morán, 2007.) (See insert for color representation.)
Some of the models aimed at predicting how biogeochemical cycles in the ocean will respond to global warming use the functional groups approach (e.g., Hood et al., 2006), where bacteria appear as the major respirers. This view has been held by most researchers (Rivkin and Legendre, 2001; del Giorgio and Duarte, 2002), although recent work suggests a slightly lower mean contribution of bacterial respiration to total values (Robinson, 2008). Yet since respiration at the community level would be largely bacterial, the consequences for the metabolic balance of the oceans of a differential regulation of BP and BR are potentially large. Using the MTE approach (see above) to model gross primary production and respiration of planktonic communities, López-Urrutia et al. (2006) predict a significant (21%) reduction in ocean uptake of atmospheric CO$_2$ as a result of changing metabolic balance.

An important issue regarding temperature and substrate availability interactions as factors determining bacterial activity is the claimed difference between permanently cold (<5°C) waters and elsewhere. The hypothesis developed by Pomeroy and co-workers (Pomeroy and Deibel, 1986; Pomeroy et al., 1990; Wiebe et al., 1992) states that polar bacteria need comparatively higher concentrations of DOM for efficient uptake than do those inhabiting lower latitudes, and hence would process a lower proportion of primary production (Pomeroy and Wiebe, 1988), with the remainder sedimenting into the benthic food web. Changes in the kinetics of DOM uptake have been observed (Nedwell, 1999; Yager and Deming, 1999) as predicted by Pomeroy and Wiebe (2001), and low bacterial production/primary production (BP/PP) ratios have been documented frequently in cold waters (Bird and Karl, 1999; Ducklow, 1999; Morán et al., 2001). However, there is no such clear pattern of systematic changes in BP/PP with temperature (Figure 1.7) as observed for abundance or growth rates (Figure 1.5). The lack of consistent occurrence of low BP/PP values in cold waters, together with contrary results reported for the Arctic (Kirchman et al., 2005) and the

![Graph showing the relationship between the mean ± SE ratio of bacterial production to primary production (BP/PP) and temperature averaged for the euphotic layer from surveys conducted in the Antarctic, Arctic, subarctic Pacific, North Atlantic, Arabian, and equatorial Pacific. Shaded area as in Figure 1.5.](image)

**Figure 1.7** Relationship between the mean ± SE ratio of bacterial production to primary production (BP/PP) and temperature averaged for the euphotic layer from surveys conducted in the Antarctic, Arctic, subarctic Pacific, North Atlantic, Arabian, and equatorial Pacific. Shaded area as in Figure 1.5.
independence of temperature and resource effects in the analysis shown in Figure 1.5, all argue against the universal validity of Pomeroy’s hypothesis.

Another way of approaching the consequences of global warming on bacterial-mediated carbon fluxes is by conducting perturbation experiments in which experimental warming is applied over short- to medium-term-duration incubations with natural samples to capture local responses (e.g., Kirchman et al., 2005). The small number of realistic warming perturbation experiments performed to date have shown differences in the respective responses of phytoplankton and bacteria (Morán et al., 2006; Hoppe et al., 2008), suggesting the possibility of disruptions in their trophic relationship at higher temperatures. This type of experiment, together with examination of patterns across large temperature ranges, can provide us with clues about the possible directions of change. However, they obviously fail to incorporate the possibility of adaptations of extant communities over the longer term, or of shifts in community composition (see below). Interestingly, agreement in the absence of direct warming-driven changes in BGE between the results of experimental perturbations and theoretically based predictions linking metabolism and temperature (cf. López-Urrutia and Morán, 2007; Vázquez-Domínguez et al., 2007) would still encourage their use as hypothesis-generating tools.

In conclusion, although temperature is only one of the many factors affecting bacterial metabolism, current knowledge suggests that changes are expected in the amount of organic carbon being processed by bacteria in a warmer ocean. Whether these changes will be a larger amount of DOM being channeled through bacterial communities with unaltered bacterial physiology (BGE; Figure 1.6, case 1) or, more likely, a general slowdown of system metabolism, as implied by decreasing phytoplankton biomass and primary production in vast areas of the world ocean, lowering BGE (Figure 1.6, case 2) remains to be tested.

1.3 CLIMATE AND PLANKTON ECOLOGY

As we stated above, bacterial growth in the sea is regulated by the complex interplay of resource limitation (bottom-up forcing; Billen et al. 1990), temperature, and removal processes (top-down controls; Strom, 2008). Bacterial abundance in many marine environments is correlated with bacterial production rates, a proxy for resource supply, suggesting that resource limitation is the primary control on bacterial stocks (Ducklow, 1992). But the abundance seldom reaches the saturating level predicted from physiological models of growth and resource supply (Wright and Coffin, 1984; Ducklow and Hill, 1985). This effect means that predators and viruses must suppress bacterial accumulation below the saturation level set by resource supply. Together, these observations suggest that bacterial abundance is set by a dynamic balance between resource supply and removal processes, a combination of bottom-up and top-down controls. Changes in resource supply cause changes in abundance, but some of the resources are funneled to bacteriovores, and thence into the food web. Bacteria may be limited by inorganic nutrients such as phosphorus (Thingstad et al., 2005), organic matter (Carlson and Ducklow, 1996), or combinations of organic and inorganic forms, such as DOM and iron (Church et al., 2000; Kirchman et al., 2000). Similarly, removal is some combination of grazing by bacteriovores (Strom, 2000) and lysis by bacteriophages (Suttle, 2007). The balance among supplies of different limiting resources for bacteria,
and between different bacterial consumers is a function of the composition of the entire plankton community. Thus, we need to look in more detail at plankton communities to get a better understanding of how bacteria might respond to climate-driven changes in the physical environment.

Delivery of solar energy to the ocean surface determines two critical processes that structure the plankton ecosystem: vertical density stratification of the upper ocean water column; and the maximum rate of photosynthesis under ambient temperature, nutrient, and grazing conditions (Miller, 2004). Phytoplankton growth is proportional to light intensity and depletes nutrients from the surface layer, creating a vertical nutrient concentration gradient opposite to the profile of light intensity. Heating the ocean surface results in vertical stratification because warmer water is less dense and more buoyant than the colder layers below. Hence, global warming is predicted to lead to more stratification. The vertical temperature–density gradient is determined both by heating at the surface and by the temperature of deep-ocean water, which reflects temperatures at the poles. In coastal and polar regions, inputs of fresh water also contribute to enhanced stratification. The stratification, or contrast in density between shallow and deeper layers, is a barrier to turbulent mixing generated by winds. Turbulent mixing has two opposing impacts on phytoplankton growth: It mixes nutrients from deep into shallow water, and mixes phytoplankton from the illuminated surface down into darker subsurface waters. Coastal, polar, and high-latitude regions experience higher winds and more turbulence; in contrast, tropical, subtropical, and offshore waters receive more heating and tend to be more stratified. Thus, very generally, phytoplankton in higher latitudes and coastal waters with more nutrient supply are relatively more light-limited, and those in warm, stratified seas are more nutrient-limited.

These geographic patterns are set by the climate and have important implications for phytoplankton community composition (Falkowski and Oliver, 2007). Thermal gradients between the tropics and polar regions, and between the land and ocean, generate large-scale wind patterns, causing regional differences in mixing and turbulence. During periods with stronger equator-to-pole thermal contrasts, such as glacial epochs, winds are stronger and storms are more frequent, enhancing ocean turbulence. During warm periods the winds are lower and there is greater stratification, with a lower turbulence regime. In past geological history, the temperature difference between the surface and deep ocean has ranged from about 10°C, a relatively well-mixed condition 65 million years ago (65 Ma), to 25°C, a more stratified condition today. We live today in a cryosphere-influenced climate still largely set by glacial conditions with polar ice caps, sea ice, strong thermal gradients, and high winds and turbulence. Sixty-five million years ago, the world was warmer, ocean bottom temperatures were higher, and the ocean was less well-stratified. It took less wind energy to mix nutrients up from deep water in the pan-tropical era of 65 Ma.

Plankton community composition is set ultimately by environmental selection of phytoplankton cell size (Cullen et al., 2002; Katz et al., 2004). In nutrient-depleted tropical seas, and in the seasonally stratified surface layer in midlatitudes in summer, small cells with high surface/volume ratios and superior ability to compete for scarce nutrients dominate the phytoplankton community (Agawin et al., 2000). The classic example of this condition is the oligotrophic North Pacific subtropical gyre (NPSG) to the north of Hawaii, a vast region dominated by Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus, photosynthetic prokaryotes about 1 μm in diameter (Karl, 1999a). Diatoms are favored under turbulent conditions because they have internal nutrient storage vacuoles and can
“stock up” during transient mixing events caused by storms and other turbulent events. In addition, because they have dense and heavy silicified shells (frustules), diatoms sink into deep water under stratified, quiescent conditions, but stay suspended in the upper water column in more turbulent conditions. There has been a long, steady increase in diatom diversity over the last 65 million years during the transition from tropical to glacial conditions, reflecting the increase in the turbulence climate over that time span (Falkowski and Oliver, 2007). Other groups, including dinoflagellates and coccolithophorids, predominate in regions and time periods with conditions intermediate between these oligotrophic and well-mixed regimes. The grazer community adapts to the size of its prey: In tropical seas, the predominant herbivores are protozoans specialized to feed efficiently on small phytoplankton (Landry and Kirchman, 2002). Where phytoplankton are larger, copepods and krill are the major grazers (Miller, 2004).

To summarize at this point: Heterotrophic bacteria depend on, and respond to, the flux of organic matter and nutrients produced by phytoplankton and processed by grazers in marine food webs. Climate sets the physical regime of wind mixing, turbulence, and stratification in marine environments. The large-scale biogeography of marine plankton ecosystems follows the global gradients of temperature and wind. The physical regime, in turn, determines the characteristic size and community composition of planktonic phytoplankton (and by extension, zooplankton) in different marine ecological provinces or biomes (Longhurst, 1998).

The projected responses of ocean phytoplankton to changes in physical properties as outlined above have been studied by adding models of plankton food webs to AOGCMs (Bopp et al., 2001; Boyd and Doney, 2002; Sarmiento et al., 2004; Boyd et al., 2008). In the early cases, the models were very simple, including only single phytoplankton, zooplankton, and bacterial compartments (e.g., Figure 1.4), using only nitrogen as a model currency (Sarmiento et al., 1993). The underlying concept embodied in these models is that plankton ecosystem response to climate variability is modulated through direct phytoplankton responses to ocean mixing, light, and nutrient supply. These simple models have a critical limitation: that only crude bulk-rate changes such as the total primary production can be modeled. Importantly, however, climate change will also affect the species and functional group composition of phytoplankton communities (Falkowski et al., 1998). For example, changes in stratification and mixing may lead to shifts in the relative importance of diatoms and other forms. Such changes have already been reported, with shifts from diatoms to cryptophytes in Antarctica (Moline et al., 2004), large blooms of coccolithophorids in the Bering Sea (Napp and Hunt, 2001; Broerse et al., 2003), and shifts toward the smallest phytoplankton in the NPSG (Karl, 1999b). To capture such ecosystem shifts, modelers have had to construct more complex models with several different classes of phytoplankton rather than a single aggregate compartment (Ducklow and Fasham, 1991; Doney et al., 2004; Follows et al., 2007).

One approach to greater articulation in model community structure and forecasting acuity has been to incorporate representations of planktonic biogeochemical functional groups: plankton groups that mediate specific chemical transformations such as diatoms (fixing silica), coccolithophorids (calcium carbonate), and diazotrophs (nitrogen fixation). In this context, heterotrophic bacteria can be thought of as a functional group that decomposes organic matter and respires CO₂ back into the water. Indeed, “bacteria,” first added to a plankton system model by Fasham et al. (1990), are included in one of the most complex plankton functional group models currently in use (Le Quéré
et al., 2005). Boyd and Doney (2002) coupled diatoms, coccolithophorids, and diazotrophs in the NCAR Community Climate System AOGCM and looked at how the abundance of these groups changed in different ocean regions under a global warming scenario with increased stratification (as shown in Figure 1.3). In such an approach, all the functional forms are potentially present in any region and may become dominant, depending on their model-defined environmental preferences ("universal distribution, local selection").

Boyd and Doney’s model predicted increases in diazotrophs in the tropics in response to decreased mixed layers and increased stratification (Figure 1.8), both of which favor the buoyant, colonial *Trichodesmium* with its high light requirement (Karl et al., 1997). Other projected changes include reductions in diatoms and increases in picoplankton in the central gyres, increases in diatoms in coastal regions (in response to increased upwelling), and increases in coccolithophorids. A caveat is that few such model studies have been performed, and the results are still speculative (Falkowski and Oliver, 2008; Peters, 2008). But they represent the current state of our understanding, with the best tools we possess. To date, models have not included different microbial functional or taxonomic groups, such as photoheterotrophs or archaea.

1.3.1 Linking Bacteria to Climate Changes

Bacteria may respond directly to increasing temperature, but their responses to other changes in the ocean climate will be modulated through the plankton community. Current knowledge about the trophic interactions between phytoplankton and bacteria, called *phytoplankton–bacterioplankton coupling* (Morán et al., 2002), may allow us to make predictions based on predicted changes in primary producer assemblages and their production rates and physiology. The composition of phytoplankton assemblages is known to affect the quality and quantity of released photosynthate (Lancelot, 1979, 1983) and the fraction of primary production directly available for bacterial uptake (Cole et al., 1982, 1988; Baines and Pace, 1991). Shifts toward smaller phytoplankton cell sizes (see above) can be accompanied by a relatively higher proportion of photosynthate being released extracellularly. Teira et al. (2001) and Morán et al. (2002) have reported consistent increases in the percentage of extracellular release when phytoplankton assemblages are dominated increasingly by the picoplankton size class in subtropical and temperate regions, respectively. Thus, although lower primary production rates are anticipated in vast areas of the ocean (Behrenfeld et al., 2006), the amount of substrates readily available to bacterial assemblages might be somewhat compensated by increased extracellular release. In general, the coupling between phytoplankton growth and removal by grazers is tighter in plankton communities dominated by smaller cells. Shifts in cell size may alter the balance between DOM supplied by exudation and that originating from grazers and their feeding behavior, changing the rates and composition of the DOM supply. Below we focus on the changes predicted in phytoplankton in polar, tropical, and coastal oceans, and the potential implications for bacteria.

1.3.2 Polar Regions

In the Antarctic peninsula, one of the fastest-warming regions of the Earth (Vaughan et al., 2003), experimental 2°C warming of incubated samples collected in summer
Figure 1.8 Numerical model simulations of ocean ecosystems using the CSSM (see Figure 1.3) with an off-line, multispecies pelagic ecosystem model for (A) the difference between predicted chlorophyll with warming and a control run (future-control), (B) N₂ fixation (control), and (C) N₂ fixation (future-control). (From Boyd and Doney, 2002, with permission of the American Geophysical Union.) (See insert for color representation.)
significantly changed the partitioning of primary production between the particulate and dissolved phase, but a clear effect on bacterial demand for carbon could not be demonstrated at the time scale of the experiments (Morán et al., 2006). Models predict an increase in primary production rates during the growth season due to enhanced stratification and abundance of macronutrients in both polar regions (see above). The expected impact of higher temperatures and larger amounts of fresh DOM provided to bacterial communities is an increase in bacterial abundance and consequently, in activity (Figure 1.5). Below we discuss potential shifts in bacterial species composition as well. The role of micronutrients such as iron in the response of bacteria is still uncertain (Pakulski et al., 1996; Church et al., 2000; Arrieta et al., 2004; Oliver et al., 2004), as are such changes in phytoplankton communities as the replacement of diatoms by cryptophytes already observed (Moline et al., 2000, 2004). However, the predicted lack of substrate limitation suggests that a greater DOM flux would be processed by a larger number of bacteria with essentially the same growth efficiency. According to the model of Anderson and Ducklow (2001), partitioning of food web flows in favor of extracellular release by phytoplankton would result in higher BP/PP ratios, even without concomitant alteration in the BGE. Increasing BP/PP may constitute a positive feedback, with higher bacterial biomass enhancing viral lysis, more available DOM, and so on.

The existence of strong hydrographic fronts that serve as faunal boundaries in the Southern Ocean is a singular feature of Antarctic polar waters (Tréguer and Jacques, 1992). Despite claims of unlimited dispersal across such biogeographical boundaries (Finlay, 2002), scenarios of a mean warming higher than 5°C may entail loss of Southern Ocean bacterial and archaeal species without immediate replacement by lower-latitude species (Papke and Ward, 2004; Newsham and Garstecki, 2007), due to endemism in extreme environments. However, the greatest effect of warming is likely to be loss of sea ice. The microbial communities in sea ice probably have a higher incidence of endemism than that of the pelagic community.

1.3.3 Tropical Regions

Tropical and subtropical ecosystems correspond to the right end of the bacterial vs. temperature relationship depicted in Figure 1.5, thus implying that factors other than temperature are more critical for regulating bacterial standing stocks and metabolism. We generally lack specific formulations for the temperature dependence of bacterial grazers (see Sherr et al., 1988) and how they may change in a warmer ocean, but even leaving top-down controls aside, a fundamental difference exists between most tropical–subtropical and higher-latitude environments. With the exception of the equatorial provinces, waters with a mean temperature of 25°C and higher are oligotrophic, characterized by chlorophyll values below 0.2 mg m⁻³ (Longhurst, 1998; Ducklow, 2003). Moreover, they cover the vast majority of the ocean’s surface, so changes in their functioning will greatly affect biogeochemical cycles.

Inorganic nutrients not only limit phytoplankton growth, but nitrate and phosphate can also directly affect bacterial growth (Mills et al., 2008). Coupled models of ocean circulation and ecology agree strongly in predicting a general decrease in the supply of new nutrients from below the thermocline due to increased stratification (see above). The obvious consequence is that phytoplankton primary production will decrease, as already observed in the satellite record over the past decade (Behrenfeld et al., 2006).
Decreases in phytoplankton size at increased temperatures (Morán et al., 2008) could be associated with an increase in PER, as discussed previously, but it may be insufficient to support a larger bacterial demand driven by increased temperature. Although considerable scatter is seen in at temperatures higher than 15°C (Figure 1.5), the constraints exerted by lower primary productivity will probably result in lower bacterial standing stocks. Our hypothesis is that a greater proportion of the organic carbon processed by bacteria (from increased PER) would be respired rather than used to build up biomass (Figure 1.6). The decrease in BGE and increase in respiration could have an impact on global carbon cycling by enhancing ocean-to-atmosphere CO2 fluxes.

Changes in stratification may also affect the oxygen balance in deeper waters: for example, the extensive oxygen minimum zones (OMZs) in the eastern tropical Pacific and Arabian Sea. These are habitats for chemolithotrophic bacteria that would respond to expansion or contraction of the OMZs. The key question concerning these vast areas of the global oceans is whether we can extrapolate the general patterns described so far to predict future behavior of heterotrophic bacteria in a warmer ocean. A question that remains unsolved is what will happen if, as models predict, oceanic primary production decreases in the huge oligotrophic oceanic regions as much as to severely limit the amount of substrate provided. Abundances will decrease to accommodate the supply of substrates or, alternatively, bacterial populations may adapt to using more of the large, seasonally varying pool of semilabile DOM (Hansell et al., 1995; Carlson and Ducklow, 1996; Church et al., 2002). An alternative hypothesis is that these conditions will favor organisms that utilize dissolved inorganic carbon chemolithotrophically.

### 1.3.4 Coastal Oceans

In the open sea, remote from external inputs of organic matter and nutrients, heterotrophic bacterial metabolism must be sustained on the flow of carbon from the primary producers, either directly, via exudation, or indirectly after passage through grazers and the detrital pool. The coastal oceans are influenced by multiple inputs from terrestrial ecosystems, and on diverse anthropogenic perturbations, in addition to, and interacting with, climate change (Robinson et al., 2004). Inputs of sediments change the local light regime. Nutrient inputs cause enrichment and eutrophication (Rabelais, 2004). Inputs of terrestrial organic matter are respired by bacteria, possibly leading to an excess of respiration (R) over production (P) (Ducklow and McCallister, 2004) and local to regional-scale hypoxia. The future P/R balance will depend on the relative amounts of inorganic nutrients and organic matter exported from land (Ver et al., 1999) and on the relative temperature sensitivities of phytoplankton and bacterial processes as the ocean warms. Recently, Hoppe et al. (2008) conducted a wintertime mesocosm experiment in which water from the Kiel Fjord (Baltic Sea) and its plankton community was warmed experimentally over a two-month period to simulate the effects of regional warming on phytoplankton–bacterial coupling. They found that the timing of the phytoplankton bloom was unchanged by temperature increases of 2 to 6°C, although the bloom magnitude declined with increasing temperature, as observed in a multiyear analysis in Chesapeake Bay (Lomas et al., 2002). In contrast, the lag period between the phytoplankton and peak bacterial production declined with increasing warming, apparently tightening the coupling between organic matter production and consumption. But they also found that the ratio of bacterial to primary production in the experimental mesocosms increased from 37% to 63% as the warming increment
was increased from $+2^\circ C$ to $+6^\circ C$. The higher BP/PP values indicate increased utilization of allochthonous DOM in the coastal water rather than use of recent products of phytoplankton bloom. This experiment illustrates that climate warming could have a major impact on the metabolic balance of coastal oceans.

1.3.5 Potential Impacts of Climate Change on Bacterioplankton Diversity and Structure

Our discussion so far has concentrated on bulk fluxes of organic matter through an undifferentiated bacterial community. Upon consideration of the scenarios developed in this chapter and by others (e.g., Falkowski and Oliver, 2007) which suggest that climate change may result in increased stratification, strengthened links between primary and secondary producers and increased DOC and bacterial respiration, it is also likely that microbial diversity and/or community structure will shift to accommodate these changes. Species competition and resource utilization in complex microbial communities may result in three possible outcomes in a situation with increased resources (such as DOC) (1) the functional complexity and diversity will increase (complementarity), (2) the resource will act as a factor of selection favoring reduced complexity and a less diverse assemblage (bloom situation), and (3) the community will absorb the increased resource, resulting in an increased growth rate and/or respiration, although diversity will remain unchanged. This last case may be the result of marine bacterial species being generalists rather than specialists (Mou et al., 2008). Unfortunately, for marine bacterial and archaeal diversity, our understanding of these interactions is still not well developed.

We can, however, propose a few rather simple examples of impacts on species diversity resulting from climate change. First is the consideration of habitat loss on marine microbial diversity. Antarctic and Arctic sea ice microbial communities are distinct from plankton communities (Bowman et al., 1997; Brinkmeyer et al., 2003), tend to be dominated by true psychrophiles and have a higher degree of endemism than that of many marine planktonic organisms. Loss of sea ice will not only result in habitat loss for marine psychrophiles, but will also affect sea ice-melt-related oceanic processes like seeding phytoplankton blooms (especially diatoms) and stratification of surface waters. A second bacterial habitat that may be at risk are large phytoplankton themselves. Species-specific relationships exist between bacteria and the extracellular zones surrounding algal cells (Jasti et al., 2005). Somewhat related to this is the particulate organic carbon that accumulates as marine snow. Large phytoplankton (e.g., diatoms) are thought to contribute most significantly to marine snow particles. These particles are home to unique microbial consortia which differ from their counterparts in the surrounding seawater (e.g., DeLong et al., 1993).

Another potential effect results from a fueling of the microbial loop (discussed previously). With increases in bacterial abundance, respiration, and growth, it is possible that viral control and lysis will result in a positive feedback to this loop, resulting in additional DOC and additional top-down control. Current concepts suggest that viruses play roles not only in control of dominant species (“kill the winner,” Thingstad and Lignel, 1997) but that they also influence bacterial diversity through population control of less dominant populations in addition to being resources of lateral gene transfer (Weinbauer and Rassoulzadegan, 2004; Suttle, 2007). As resources in the ocean shift toward higher DOC, inevitably this will influence the competitive abilities of organisms in the upper ocean for carbon utilization, and likely species composition.
1.4 SUMMARY

The projections we have reviewed suggest a geographic redistribution of plankton rate processes with climate change. Primary production rates will increase in polar waters and decrease in the tropics, concentrating more of the global ocean productivity at higher latitudes. In both regimes, more primary production may be routed through the dissolved pool, resulting in a greater flux of photosynthate through bacteria over much of the world ocean, and possibly increases in bacterial stocks at higher latitudes. This may lead to alterations in food web structure as more biomass at the base of food webs is concentrated in the microbial loop, and may increase the recycling rate of carbon through the loop. In general, however, the changes we discuss would not lead to large-scale alterations of the ocean carbon balance (Falkowski and Oliver, 2007).

The total amount of ocean production that is respired would ultimately change little, although the location and timing of the respiration could be affected. For example, if warming increases the recycling rate of locally produced, labile organic matter in the surface layer, less carbon will be exported to the deep sea. But a change in the bacterial use of oceanic semilabile DOC could represent a major alteration of the marine carbon cycle. A similarly large change would be seen if a change in trophic structure of marine bacteria favored chemolithotrophic organisms under these conditions. The total amount of DOC in the global ocean is about equal to the amount of CO₂ in the atmosphere (Houghton, 2007), and reparation of carbon in the ocean–atmosphere system is a major control on the climate system (Sarmiento and Toggweiler, 1984). Climate warming is already causing increased soil respiration in the Arctic, in which soil microbes are decomposing organic matter stored in the tundra since the last glaciation (Oechel et al., 1993). This process is potentially a major positive feedback in the climate system (Luo, 2007). Increased bacterial utilization and respiration of DOM, the “soil” of the oceans, could alter the metabolic balance of ocean ecosystems, which are currently finely balanced, with equal rates of production and respiration (Robinson, 2008). Such a change may depend on temperature selection of bacterial populations capable of decomposing the more refractory components of marine DOC, as well as temperature-mediated increases in production and respiration rates.

When it comes to marine microbial diversity, we are still knowledge limited, particularly with regard to the links between phylogenetic diversity and functional capacities and the repertoire of growth strategies characteristic of marine bacterioplankton. These limitations affect our ability to predict response of the community to increased sea surface temperature and resulting changes in the flow of organic carbon through the microbial community. Marine microbial genome (Moran et al., 2004; Giovannoni et al., 2005) and metagenome (Venter, 2004; DeLong and Karl, 2005) studies have begun to crack the door open on these processes, but we are still at the beginning of this knowledge curve. We can look to certain regions of the world’s ocean to gain further understanding of processes that may inform our predictive capabilities for understanding climate change. Two such regions are the oxygen minimum zones of the tropics, where conditions resulting from increased respiration can be studied, and the Southern Ocean, where annual primary production varies tremendously, and the responses of the marine microbial communities to a highly dynamic and predictable change in dissolved organic carbon resources can be studied. Further, improvements are needed to develop predictive coupled physical–biological models which incorporate both process (function) and species diversity information in the photic zone (Follows et al., 2007;
Moran et al., 2007) as well as inner ocean, since it is likely that changes in the upper water column, particularly with loss of larger phytoplankton that are responsible for a significant fraction of export production, will have an impact on carbon respiration in the deep sea. We are only now beginning to understand the relationships between diversity and functional capabilities to inform these models, but with the rapid advances in this field and large-scale oceanographic studies (Rusch et al., 2007) we will be poised to understand emergent properties and predict vital impacts on the marine ecosystem following anthropogenic climate change. Disentangling the multiple effects of climate warming on ocean ecosystems—changes in the physical environment, phytoplankton community composition, and bacterial processes—will be a major challenge for marine ecologists in the coming decade.
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